
NATURALLY HEALTHY: 
LAWN MAINTENANCE TIPS

MOW HIGH
Adjust your mower blades to cut your grass to a height of 6 to 8 

centimeters (2.5 to 3 inches) instead of to the lowest setting. Cutting 

at this height, instead of shorter, promotes growth, prevents weeds, 

and discourages insect pests.

KEEP MOWER BLADES SHARP
This will keep turf looking neat (even when mowed at a higher 

height), make mowing easier, and reduce tearing the blades of grass 

which can promote lawn disease.

FEED
Leave grass clippings on the lawn, and add compost or an organic, 

slow release fertilizer to provide nutrients to the turf and soil 

promoting lawn health.

AERATE
Aerate your lawn every couple years (ideally in the fall) to eliminate 

thatch, and allow oxygen, moisture, and nutrients to penetrate the 

soil easily and reach the grass roots. 

SEED
Add grass seed to thinning or bare patches of lawn to promote re- 

growth. For especially tough spots you may want to consider 

alternative to grass options. 
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CHECK
Check your lawn often to detect pests and other problems early. 

Keep in mind that the majority of pests are actually necessary and 

beneficial to maintain a healthy turf (like ladybugs and parasitic 

wasps) and . Invasive and infestations of pests can often be avoided by 

remaining diligent and promoting overall soil and lawn health by 

following the above tips. 

SET REALISTIC EXPECTATIONS

A pristine  turf is rarely achievable without the application of 

chemical fertilizer and pesticides. A truly green lawn is a diverse 

one. Often plants that are considered weeds are beneficial and a

moderate presence of these types of plants actually help keep your 

grass looking lush and green due to their hearty characteristics. 

For example, Clover is an important component of lawn health as it is 

drought tolerant, and earth worms love it meaning it promotes 

oxygen, moisture, and nutrient retention in the soil.  

What is a weed?  A plant whose 
virtues have not yet been discovered.   

-Ralph Waldo Emerson, 
Fortune of the Republic, 1878


